Effects of vestibular and support afferentation upon visual pursuit in microgravity.
Evaluation of the accuracy of eye turns (saccades) to fix a jerky pointed stimulus, and smooth pursuit of slow linear and sinusoidal movements of both pointed and optokinetic stimuli was performed in 31 cosmonauts on flight days 2-3, 5-8, 30, and once in one or two months of mission. An additional investigation of the eye pursuit function involved 10 cosmonauts, who, after testing during free floating, fulfilled stimulus tracking following a cycle of active head rotation, and 14 cosmonauts who received support afferentation. It was found that at the beginning of adaptation and periodically in the course of long mission, the systems of slow pursuit tracking adopted the strategy of saccadic approximation whereby gaze fixation was achieved through a sequence of macro- or microsaccadic movements. It was demonstrated that these disturbances, practically in all investigated cosmonauts, were consequent to the vestibular deprivation developing in microgravity. Vestibular afferentation produced by active head rotation improved characteristics of visual pursuit. Support deprivation also affects pursuit tracking by cosmonauts who form the concept of space orientation based on perception of their head and leg position. With support afferentation, these cosmonauts demonstrated improved visual pursuit characteristics.